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We find the exact one-loop effective action in a Schwarzschild black hole in the proper-time
integral from the Schwinger variational principle, which has the same form up to number of states
as the Heisenberg-Euler and Schwinger QED effective action in a constant electric field. The leading
term for Hawking radiation comes from the first simple pole of the vacuum polarization and the
sum of residues from all simple poles exactly leads to the vacuum persistence. We show that the
vacuum persistence is the total flux of Hawking radiation for bosons and fermions and the vacuum
polarization has an expression of thermal distribution and the propagator.
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Introduction − A curved spacetime and an external gauge field can produce particle pairs from vacuum fluctuations.
Hawking radiation from black holes [1] and Schwinger pair production from electric fields [2] are the most recognized
phenomena in theoretical physics. In the tunneling picture for Hawking radiation one species of particle pairs produced
from vacuum fluctuations near the black hole horizon is emitted to spatial infinity while the other species falls into the
black hole [3]. Hawking radiation of bosons or fermions obeys the Bose-Einstein (BE) or Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution
[1]. In quantum electrodynamics (QED) a strong electric field whose potential energy of a charged particle across the
Compton wavelength is comparable to the rest mass energy of the pair separates the virtual pairs into real ones.
Particle production is one of nonperturbative aspects of quantum field theory in background fields. The nonper-
turbative effective action in QED has been known for many decades since quantum field theory was formulated.
Heisenberg and Euler used the electron-positron theory to obtain the effective action in a constant electromagnetic
field, whose imaginary part is responsible for pair production from the Dirac sea and the decay of the vacuum [4].
Schwinger obtained the nonperturbative one-loop effective action in the proper-time integral [2]. The effective action
is characterized by the vacuum persistence, twice of the imaginary part, and the vacuum polarization, the real part.
The vacuum persistence is entirely determined by the mean number of produced pairs. In spite of intensive studies for
Hawking radiation, the effective action for black holes in the sense of QED action by Heisenberg-Euler and Schwinger
has not been found yet.
In this Letter we find the exact one-loop effective action for Hawking radiation in a Schwarzschild black hole in a
complete analogy with the Heisenber-Euler and Schwinger effective action in a constant electric field. To do that,
we use the effective action from the Schwinger variational principle [5] in the in-/out-state formalism developed by
DeWitt [6]. In this formalism pair production from external background fields, which may restrict the consistency
of quantum field theory [7], can be incorporated. The vacuum persistence is determined by the mean number of
produced pairs and vice versa, which imposes a consistency condition as in QED. Furthermore we show that the
vacuum persistence is the total flux of Hawking radiation from the gravitational anomalies [8, 9] and that the vacuum
polarization can be written as a thermal effective action with the Hawking temperature. We also find the effect of the
amplification or gray body factor on the effective action, introduce a renormalization scheme for the effective action,
and discuss the vacuum persistence for a charged rotating black hole.
Vacuum Persistence Amplitude − Particle production from an external gauge field or a curved spacetime can be
formulated through the Bogoliubov transformations [in Planck units of c = ~ = G = kB = 1]
aJ,out = αJaJ,in + βJb
†
J,in, (1)
where aJ is the annihilation operator for particle, b
†
J is the creation operator for antiparticle, and J collectively denotes
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2all the quantum number for each mode. The coefficients α and β become matrices in the case of mode-mixing. The
in-vacuum is defined by aJ,in|0, in〉 = 0 and the out-vacuum by aJ,out|0, out〉 = 0 for all J . The spin statistics theorem
on the quantization of fields requires the Bogoliubov relation for each J
|αJ |2 ∓ |βJ |2 = 1, (2)
where the upper sign is for bosons and the lower sign for fermions and this convention will be used hereafter. The
mean number of produced pairs with J is given by
NJ = 〈0, out|a†J,inaJ,in|0, out〉 = |βJ |2. (3)
The Schwinger variational principle gives the vacuum persistence amplitude, the action for the effective Lagrangian
density, in the in-/out-state formalism as [5]
eiW = 〈0, out|0, in〉, (4)
and therefrom follows the effective action (Lagrangian) density in a curved spacetime [6]
W =
∫
d4x
√−gLeff(x) = ∓i
∑
J
∫
ln(α∗J ). (5)
In the above the summation-integral
∑
J
∫
will be taken over all number of states and over the spacetime region
where particles are effectively produced. Then the Bogoliubov relation (2) leads to the vacuum persistence
2Im(W ) = ±
∑
J
∫
ln(1 ±NJ). (6)
The vacuum persistence and the mean number of produced pairs should always satisfy the relation (6) as a consistency
condition just as the Heisenberg-Euler and Schwinger effective action does in QED. An interesting observation made by
Stephens [10] is that the vacuum persistence for the BE- and FD-distribution now takes the Nikishov’s representation
in QED [11] with the opposite sign
2Im(W ) = ∓
∑
J
∫
ln(1 ∓ e−βωJ ). (7)
That 2Im(W ) is equal to the logarithm of partition function, lnZ, plus the vacuum energy allows one to interpret the
vacuum persistence per volume as the pressure for boson and fermion gas [12].
Vacuum Polarization on the Horizon − We now study the effective action (5) for black holes and the vacuum
persistence (6) for Hawking radiation. For simplicity we consider a Schwarzschild black hole with the metric
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2, f(r) = 1− 2M
r
. (8)
Hawking radiation has the BE- or the FD-distribution with the Hawking temperature TH = κ/2pi for a given quantum
J (for a review and references, see [13])
NJ =
1− |RJ |2
eβω ∓ 1 , (9)
where κ = f ′(rH)/2 is the surface gravity on the horizon rH = 2M , β = 1/TH is the inverse of thermal energy, and
the reflection coefficient |RJ |2 for the incident wave J is an amplification factor.
The Bogoliubov coefficients for emission of massless bosons with energy ω are given by [6]
αJ = AJe
piω/2κΓ(1 + i
ω
κ
),
βJ = −AJe−piω/2κΓ(1 + iω
κ
). (10)
The factor AJ will not be specified since it is not necessary for the renormalized effective action. Hawking radiation
from coefficients (10) is given by the BE-distribution (9) with RJ = 0. The effective action (5) for bosons, after
deleting any terms that will be removed through renormalization, is then given by
W = i
∑
J
∫
ln
(
Γ(1− iβω
2pi
)
)
. (11)
3TABLE I: Comparison between Schwarzschild Black Hole and QED
Notation Schwarzschild Black Hole QED
1
β
= kBT
κ
2pi
(qE/m)
2pi
Number of states
∑
J
∫
1
β
∑
l,m,p
∫
dω
2pi
m
β
∑
σ
∫
d2k⊥
(2pi)2
Vacuum persistencea ∓(
∑
J
∫
) ln(1∓ e−βω) ±(
∑
J
∫
) ln(1± e−β(
k
2
⊥
2m
+m
2
))
Vacuum polarizationb ∓ 1
2
(
∑
J
∫
)
∫∞
0
ds
s
e
−βωs/(2pi) {cos(
s
2
)}
sin( s
2
)
±(
∑
J
∫
)
∫∞
0
ds
s
e
−β(
k
2
⊥
2m
+m
2
)s/(2pi) [cos(
s
2
)]
sin( s
2
)
aThe upper sign is for bosons and the lower sign for fermions.
bIn the black hole {cos( s
2
)} appears only for bosons and equals to unity for fermions, whereas in QED [cos( s
2
)] appears only for fermions
and equals to unity for bosons.
The summation-integral for emission of particles with mass µ is the number of states on the horizon of the black hole
and is explicitly given by
∑
J
∫
=
4pir2H
β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
µ
dω
2pi
, (12)
where l is the angular number for spheroidal harmonics, m is the axial angular momentum, and p is the polarization of
the mode. As shown in Table I, the factor 1/β corresponds to the number of states qE/(2pi) in the Heisenberg-Euler
and Schwinger effective action [14], which can be interpreted as the Davies-Unruh temperature times the Compton
wavelength of the charge q [15].
The integral representation for the Gamma-function [16] and the Cauchy residue theorem along an infinite quarterly
circle in the first quadrant [14, 17] lead to
∫ ∞
0
dz
z
e−(1−iβω/(2pi))z
1− e−z = P
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
e−(1−iβω/(2pi))(is)
1− e−is + pii
∞∑
n=1
e−βωn
i(2npi)
, (13)
where P is the principal value. We thus obtain the reduced effective action in the (t− r) plane for massless bosons
Lbosred = −
1
2β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
e−βωs/(2pi)
cos( s2 )
sin( s2 )
− i
2β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ln(1 − e−βω), (14)
and, similarly, for massless fermions
Lferred =
1
2β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
e−βωs/(2pi)
1
sin( s2 )
+
i
2β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ln(1 + e−βω). (15)
Then the vacuum persistence 2Im(Lred) in Eqs. (14) and (15) are consistent with the relation (6). Remarkably,
as shown in Table I, the vacuum polarization and persistence (14) for bosons has the same form as that for spinor
QED while the vacuum polarization and persistence (15) for fermions takes the same form as that for scalar QED
[2, 14]. This apparently contradicts the spin statistics theorem for QED. However, this paradox may be resolved by
the observation by Mu¨ller, Greiner and Rafelski that the vacuum polarization of QED can be written with the right
spin statistics [18] and by another observation by us that the spin statistics for the vacuum persistence can also be
inverted [15].
We advance a renormalization scheme for the vacuum polarization (14) and (15). For particles with mass µ as the
IR-cutoff, after the integration
∫∞
µ dω/2pi, we get
ReLrenred = ∓
1
2β2
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
ds
s2
e−βµs
({cos( s2 )}
sin( s2 )
− a0
s
− a1s
)
, (16)
where {cos(s/2)} appears only for boson emission and equals to unity for fermion emission. Here we used the
Schwinger’s prescription [2], which subtracts all the divergent terms: a0 = 2, a1 = 1/12 for bosons and a0 = 2, a1 =
−1/6 for fermions. The a0-term leads to Γ(−2)µ2 and the a1-term leads to Γ(0)/β2, which after dividing by the
factor of β2/4pi from the area of the horizon will renormalize the gravitational constant and the coupling constant for
4one-loop terms. For a large black hole mass (β ≫ 1), the vacuum polarization has a power series of 1/(β2(βµ)2(n−1))
for n = 2, 3, · · · from expansion of {cos(s/2)}/ sin(s/2), whereas for a small black hole (β < 1), it has the leading
behavior (1/β2) ln(1/βµ), in which case higher loops should be included. The vacuum persistence has already been
renormalized since it is the sum of the residues of simple poles for the renormalized effective action.
Vacuum Persistence and Gravitational Anomalies − A physical interpretation of the vacuum persistence is the
decay rate of the vacuum due to Hawking radiation. In fact, the effective action for any quantum system suffering
instability from pair production in background fields takes a complex value, whose vacuum persistence determines
the decay rate by (6). It has been known for many years that Hawking radiation and Schwinger mechanism can be
interpreted as the trace anomalies [19, 20]. Recently the flux of Hawking radiation is shown to be a consequence of the
gravitational anomalies in black hole spacetimes [8, 9]. Since the trace and the gravitational anomalies are quantum
effects in background fields and are related with pair production, one may expect that the vacuum persistence of the
black hole, the one-loop result, should have a connection with Hawking radiation. Directly integrating Eqs. (14) and
(15)
2Im(Lbosred) =
∑
l,m,p
pi
12
1
β2
, 2Im(Lferred) =
∑
l,m,p
pi
24
1
β2
, (17)
the vacuum persistence is the total flux of Hawking radiation from the gravitational anomalies [8]. Note that the
renormalized value of two-point function on the horizon is 〈φ2(x)〉renHH = 1/3β2 in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum [21].
Thermal Interpretation of Vacuum Polarization − We want to show that the vacuum polarization (14) and (15)
can be written in the form of a thermal effective action with the right spin statistics. Following Ref. [18], we use the
expansion of cotan(x)− x and cosec(x)− x [22], rescale the integration variable and sum over n, to write the reduced
effective action for bosons or fermions after renormalization as
Lred = ± 1
piβ
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
ω
s2 − ω2 ln(1∓ e
−βs). (18)
The principal value of (18) correctly yields the vacuum persistence in Eqs. (14) and (15). Integrating by parts with
respect to s, we rewrite the vacuum polarization as a thermal effective action,
Lred = ± 1
pi
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
eβs ∓ 1
∫ ω
0
dω′
s2 − ω′2 . (19)
The vacuum polarization has the form of the mean thermal energy either in the BE- or in the FD-distribution times
the integral of the propagator. The effective action is taken in a two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime since Hawking
radiation of the Schwarzschild black hole takes place along the radial direction, thus being effectively two dimensional.
It should be noted that the effective action (19) is not renormalized since we have subtracted only the most singular
term in Eq. (16).
Discussions − First, we consider the effect of the amplification or gray body factor on the effective action since it
modifies Hawking radiation from the BE- or FD-distribution. Then the vacuum persistence from Eq. (6) takes the
form
2Im(Lfullred) = ∓
1
β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
ln
( 1∓ e−βω
1∓ |RJ |2e−βω
)
, (20)
and the corresponding vacuum polarization takes the form
Re(Lfullred) = ∓
1
2β
∑
l,m,p
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
∫ ∞
0
ds
s
e−βωs/(2pi)
({cos( s2 )}
sin( s2 )
(1 − e2 ln(|RJ |)s)− · · ·
)
. (21)
Second, since the formula (6) is exact for Hawking radiation, the vacuum persistence can be investigated for a
charged rotating black hole
2Im(W ) = ∓
∑
J
ln
(
1∓ e−β(ω−mΩH−qΦH)
)
, (22)
where ΩH and ΦH = Q/rH are the angular velocity and electric potential of the black hole, and m and q are the axial
angular momentum and charge of emitted particles. As the vacuum decays more efficiently through the channel with
5the largest Im(W ) than channels with small Im(W ), the black hole emits more rapidly charges of the same kind as
the black hole than charges of the opposite kind and so does the angular momentum, as shown by Page [23]. For the
superradiant mode of bosons the absolute value will be taken inside the logarithm function.
Third, though the four-dimensional Schwarzschild black hole is considered, the result of this paper that is expressed
in terms of the surface gravity can be extended to higher dimensions since Hawking radiation takes place in the (t−r)
plane. The number of states should properly include the higher spheroidal harmonics and the area of the horizon.
The vacuum persistence (22) for the charged rotating black hole may lead to the vacuum polarization in a similar
form as (14) or (15), which, however, has to be directly derived from the Bogoliubov coefficients.
Summary − We have obtained the exact one-loop effective action for Hawking radiation in a Schwarzschild black
hole. As summarized in Table I, the effective action in black hole has the same form as the Heisenberg-Euler and
Schwinger QED effective action in a constant electric field, except that Hawking radiation for bosons corresponds to
spinor QED and that for fermions to scalar QED. The vacuum persistence, twice of the imaginary part, equals to
the total flux of Hawking radiation from the gravitational anomalies. We show that the vacuum polarization has an
expression of thermal effective action with the correct spin statistics in a two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. The
effect of the amplification or gray body factor on the effective action, the renormalization scheme by Schwinger and
the vacuum persistence of a charged rotating black hole are discussed.
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